June 21, 2020
Here we are at our 12th issue of Messages of Hope & Healing, an opportunity for sisters to share reflections,
poetry, prayers, quotes, scripture, photos, artwork or other inspirational messages with one another and with
friends of the Sisters of Providence during the pandemic. Most of the following where posted on
Facebook.com/sistersofprovidencemjp, Instagram.com/sistersofprovidencemjp, and
sistersofprovidence.net and appreciated by a wide audience of “fans” who have been very happy to see and
hear from Sisters of Providence. If you have questions, comments or contributions, please email them to
anita.wilkins@providence.org. 

Sisters cultivating creation, from western Washington to southern California! Sister Bea and Sister Marie-Thérèse
tend the veggies in their Seattle garden, while Sister Marilyn nurtures the plants at her Burbank home.
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Congratulations to Sister Huong Thi Nguyen who graduated on June 15 from Seattle University with a master's
degree in transformation leadership! She showed us what graduation looks like in the time of coronavirus.

Sisters Jacqueline, Pauline and Joan "Zooming" Sister Huong to celebrate her graduation.
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Sister Rosa Nguyen, who ministers at Providence High School in Burbank, Calif., cheered on seniors during a
pandemic-proper graduation ceremony, including a drive-by parade! Sister Rosa marked five years of service at
PHS this year.

Sister Susanne Hartung shared this prayer in honor of the fathers and
all men who are called to nurture family and friends on Father’s Day,
June 21.
Provident God,
You created the fathers in our world and gave them the wisdom to guide
us and help us develop our own; we ask that You bless them with Your
loving presence. Let them continue to be role models who inspire us and
guide us along the way. Bless them for their gift of selflessness as they
continue to meet the challenges of family life and the balance of work,
leisure and faith. Give them the abundance of Your love and that of their
family.
Amen
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“Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme,” Plus Basil, Chives and Oregano
By Sister Sue Orlowski
Have you ever eaten or made spaghetti sauce from ketchup? Well I have done both. Every Monday I
have been the cook at The Women’s Hearth until the coronavirus pandemic came to Spokane. Being the cook
has had its challenges for sure like “how much do I make because I don’t know how many women will show up
for lunch, there might be 20 women at The Hearth when I am doing a head count but there could be 50 there
by the time the meal is ready to eat.”
Another challenge is I never know what will be available in the refrigerator and pantry for me to cook
with when I come. Sometimes the pantry is empty; other times there might be leftovers from a celebration
somewhere and the people bring the food to The Hearth; other times there may be some food leftover from the
Food Bank which came on the Thursday before but there isn’t enough to make something for 20-50 people or
the food has started to spoil.
This is where I become grateful to both my mother who could make refrigerator stew from just about
anything and my Italian grandmother who was an excellent cook. Her mother had been a cook for some
wealthy families when they came from Italy in 1917. My great-grandmother never threw anything away and
taught her daughter, my grandmother, how to make something from nothing.
A few years ago I planted an herb garden so that I could add fresh herbs to whatever I made to
enhance the flavors of what I was cooking. Also I never knew what herbs or spices might be on hand hence
the herb garden came into being. Now because of the lockdown, The Hearth has been closed. Now I have
herbs for the entire city since I am not using them!
A couple of weeks ago the Transitions programs (the parent group that sponsors The Women’s Hearth
and four other programs and which the Sisters of Providence are one of the sponsors) had a Zoom get
together for the volunteers from all of its programs. At the end of the time together, the facilitator asked if there
was anything else. I said “Yes” because this was my opportunity to share the herbs with others.
I made Ziploc bags filled with each of the herbs, each bag having a little bit of each herb, enough for at
least a couple of meals. Because the facility was still closed, I could only give them to one of the paid staff at
the door to the building. So I ventured out to drop of the bags off so that they could be distributed to those who
had wanted some.
I knew that I needed to find new homes for these herbs since, as you can see, they were beginning to
flower but the bees don’t mind that at all. I also have other flowers that supplement the flowered herbs. So you
thought the song “Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme” was just a song when, in reality, it was a time to sing
it for the title of my article. 
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